JOIN CARE!
COALITION OF ANTI-RACIST EDUCATORS

1
COMMIT TO LIFELONG ANTI-RACIST EDUCATION

2
TAKE LEADERSHIP FROM LIVED EXPERIENCE

3
ELEVATE THE VOICES OF THE BLACK GLOBAL MAJORITY

Being racist or ANTI-racist (‘not racist’ isn’t a thing), is not about WHO you are but WHAT you CHOOSE to do.

Anti-racist is a verb... it is about what you do... in every moment, in every space, in every interaction.
(Dr Muna Abdi)

#CARE2LIBERATE CORE MESSAGE IS SIMPLE:
WE NEED ANTI-RACIST EDUCATION NOW AND ALWAYS.
HOW TO GET INVOLVED!!!

#Care2Liberate
HOW TO JOIN CARE:

1. WHY DO WE NEED ANTI-RACIST EDUCATION?

2. WHAT DOES ANTI-RACIST EDUCATION LOOK LIKE?

3. HOW DO WE BECOME ANTI-RACIST EDUCATORS FOR LIFE?

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS IN A PORTRAIT VIDEO AND POST WITH #CARE2LIBERATE TO JOIN THE MOVEMENT!

#Care2Liberate